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SolidPromTekh LLC:
A reliable and trusted partner of such companies as Transneft PJSC, Lukoil PJSC, NNK JSC.

A professional team with many years of experience of working with Transneft PJSC 
and other major customers.

We currently supply the following equipment:
Modular complete transformer substations – 35/6(10) and 6(10)/0.4 kV,

Complete switchgear – 6 kV to 35 kV,

Low-voltage complete switchgear – 0.4 kV,

Reactive power compensation units – 0.4-6(10) kV,

Complete electric drive control devices using a variable frequency drive (VFD) or soft starters,

Systems of operating direct current based on charging devices and a distribution group,

Uninterruptible power supply units – 400 VA to 5,400 MVA,

Guaranteed power devices,

Operating current control devices,

Diesel generator sets – 10 kVA to 4,000 kVA,

Modular complete transformer substations – 35 kV to 220 kV,

Complete current transformers (‘TOGF’) – 220 kV,

Electrochemical protection,

Microprocessor relay protection devices,

Modular boiler units,

Modular complete pumping stations,

Rolled metal products,

Metal structures.
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Geotextiles
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The era of nonwoven materials began in the 1930s with the first samples being produced in 
Europe. These were canvases of viscose fibres, which were interconnected by chemical binders. 
Other methods for their preparation were mastered afterwards, differing by the type of raw 
material and bonding methods. Methods of bonding the nonwovens can be divided into 
mechanical, physical-chemical, combined, and thermal.

The main purpose of geomaterials is to create separation layers that provide reinforcement, 
protection, drainage, water-proofing, or filtration. In some cases, geosynthetics perform several 
functions simultaneously. Geomaterials are a class of synthetic building materials and are widely 
used in the residential, hydroengineering, transport, and industrial construction industries.

Geotextile is a permeable material, rolled into rolls. It differs in thickness, porosity, and density. 
Stress resistance allows the polymer fabric to perform the function of reinforcement. One of the 
reasons to purchase the needle-punched geotextile is its harmlessness. Our products are 
absolutely safe from an environmental point of view. Standard blanks of polyamides, polyesters, 
and polypropylenes are the basis for the production. UV resistance is complemented by the 
filtering ability to avoid mechanical breaks.

We offer to geotextiles at competitive prices. This is a profitable investment in large-scale 
construction work. When laying overcrossings or highways, the use of geosynthetics will reduce 
the amount of ground work and will double the quality. Multiple reduction in the cost of 
autobahns is associated with the extensive use of geotextiles.
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The Benefits of Geotextile

Layer Separation and Reinforcement

Filtration

Drainage Properties

2Geotextile 100 g/m    

Geosynthetic Materials

The use of geotextiles as a layer retains the original thickness of the gravel or crushed stone 
filling, evenly distributed over the surface. The bearing capacity of a structure is maintained for 
a long period without degrading the parameters, which reduces the cost of road operation.

The porous structure of a nonwoven product replaces mineral filters, which prevents washing 
out of soil particles from soil modules. Resistance to decay and the spread of fungal growths 
and molds is conveniently combined with the durability of operation.

The hygroscopicity of the product speeds up the removal of excess moisture, which 
strengthens the wet soil in problem areas.

2Geotextile 200 g/m    

2Geotextile 300 g/m    2Geotextile 500 g/m    
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Physical and Mechanical Properties and Sizes
of Geotextiles

Property

2Surface density, g/m

Weight variation ratio, %, up to

200

±8

300 400 600250 350 450 800

Value

Thickness under 2 kPa pressure,
mm, at least 2,5 3,2 4 5,52,8 3,4 4,5 7

Width, cm 160(±5) - 600(±5)

across the length, at least 3,0

120

6

115

9

100

16

95

4,2

120

8,3

100

10

100

17,5

90

across the width, at least 3,9

120

7,2

100

12

95

18

85

5

110

9

95

14

90

20

80

Breaking load, kN/m

Relative elongation at break,%

Relative elongation at 25%/50% 
of destructive load, %

55/90 47/85 42/50 35/4553/88 45/80 40/48 35/45

Isotopic coefficient for strength,
Up, up to

Isotopic coefficient of strain, Ue,
up to

1,5

1,5

1,5

1,5

1,5

1,5

1,5

1,5

1,5

1,5

1,5

1,5

1,5

1,5

1,5

1,5

UV resistance coefficient, raw material 
composition 100% PET/PP, 120 hours 
of irradiation

Elevated temperatures resistance 
coefficient, raw material composition 
100% PET*, +180°С, at least

>0,9/ > 0,5

0,87

Geosynthetic Materials

across the length, at least

across the width, at least
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Low temperatures resistance 
coefficient, raw material composition 
100% PET*/PP*, -130°С, at least

in 30% H2SO4 in 20% NaOH

Petroleum products resistance 
coefficient, at least

in 20% NaOH

Chemical resistance coefficient, raw material
composition 100% PET*/PP*, at least

Filtration coefficient perpendicular to canvas plane
at 100 mm head height, m/day, at pressure:

Filtration coefficient in canvas plane at 0.1 mm
pressure gradient, m/day, at pressure:

0,89/0,9

0,95/0,9

1,0

0,3/0,9

2 kPa

50 kPa

50 kPa

200 kPa

200 kPa

105

30

6

18

4

85

25

10

16

5

75

20

12

13

7

65

18

16

10

10

95

28

8

17

5

80

23

11

15

6

70

18

14

11

8

60

17

18

9

12

20 kPa

20 kPa

100 kPa

100 kPa

65

25

25

5

50

35

20

7

40

50

17

9

35

65

14

12

55

30

23

6

45

45

18

8

38

60

16

10

30

70

14

14

Maximum Q90 pore size, µm

Impact puncture strength, N, at least

175

1000

120

1500

100

1500

80

2000

135

1100

110

1500

90

1700

60

2200

Geosynthetic Materials

Property Value



Slope and Bank Strengthening Geogrid
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Increased structural strength

Increased operational life of structures

Cost reduction by reducing the thickness of layers of road structures, 
the possibility of using local soils, and reducing construction time

Volumetric geogrid for road construction: 
What you need to know

The Main Benefits of Geogrids

Geosynthetic Materials

Volumetric road geogrid is a reinforcing building structure that is used to stabilize weak and 
unstable soils and to protect slopes and structures from erosion processes as a frame with inert 
filler (gravel, soil, sand, etc.).

This means saving a lot of time and money. It can take a long time to list all the advantages of geogrid, 
but we will put it briefly – “We produce – we guarantee!”

Volumetric geogrid welded seams should be made only with ultrasound. If thermal welding is used 
(with a heated tool), polyethylene is exposed to elevated temperatures and will be destructed. 
Heat-welded seams can be visually determined by the uneven flows of hardened plastic along the 
entire length of the seam, while ultrasound seams look more aesthetic – usually in the form of oval 
3x3 mm points, rectangles, or herringbone.
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Geogrids in Construction
Road construction: reinforcement of road structures, slopes, construction 
of temporary roads

Construction in the fuel and energy sector: engineering protection of pipelines, 
construction of site access road.

Hydrotechnical construction: construction of dams, protection of banks, reservoir beds.

Railway construction: construction of the sub-ballast layer, strengthening of cones 
of bridges and slopes, erosion protection.

Airfield construction: construction of runways and helicopter pads.

Industrial construction: construction of temporary passages, retaining walls, landscaping.

Housing construction: Housing construction cannot be imagined without the use 
of geosynthetic materials for the high-quality construction of non-production facilities.

Landscape design: construction of parking lots, garden paths, driveways, strengthening 
of reservoir banks.

‘Geostab’ Volume Geogrid

Geosynthetic Materials

A section of the Geostab geogrid is a cellular structure made of durable and flexible 
polymeric sheets of polyethylene interconnected by strong welds in a checkerboard pattern. 
The surface of the sheets has visible diagonal notches increasing the frictional force of an 
filler and a band, which makes it possible to additionally bind the filling soil with the cells and 
significantly increase the strength of the entire structure.

The depth and size of the geogrid cells may be different depending on the design criteria of 
the load and the composition of filling materials. In any case, the point of using geogrids is to 
create a single monolithic reinforced soil block capable of withstanding increased vertical and 
horizontal loads without increasing the thickness of the soil structure and, as a result, its 
cost. When bases are strengthened, the principle of the geogrid operation in the soil 
structure is very simple – to redistribute the load directed to the point of contact with the 
structure to adjacent cells, thereby reducing the load stress.
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Slope Strengthening Geogrid. 
The Principles for Creating an Ideal Structure

Geosynthetic Materials

When protecting the slopes, the geogrid placed on the slope allows to hold backfill soil, 
preventing erosion processes. At the same time, perforations and a geotextile canvas laid under 
the geogrid ensures the removal of sedimentary or melt water. The flexible structure of the 
geogrid section can replicate the microrelief of soil surface. When slopes are reinforced, the 
geoframe's elasticity allows a continuous coating to strengthen the slope and its base, while 
forming a drainage tray. Fastening the geoframe on the ground is carried out using L-shaped and 
U-shaped steel rods, which does not cause any difficulties either in independent fabrication of 
the fasteners or in installing them. Black dye is introduced in the geogrid material ensuring 
maximum protection of the polymer structure to reduce the UV radiation impact on the 
material. Dyes of a different colour without the addition of light stabilizers are not used, since 
they cannot absorb the destructive UV spectrum.
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Geogrid Configuration

GS(P) b h i j, where:

GE – GEOSTAB cell section,
GSP – GEOSTAB Perforated cell section,
b – cell diagonal length in cm,
h – cell height in cm,
i – number of cells in the section across the width,
j – number of cells in the section across the length.

Marking

Cell 
diagonal 
length, 
cm (b)

Cell side
length,
cm (c)

Number 
of cells 
across the 
width (i)

Number 
of cells 
across the 
length (i)

Section 
length, 
m (A)

Section
width,
m (B)

Section
area,
m2 (S)

GS 23
h 11 20

GS 40
h 5,5 20

GS 34
h 8 20

GS 62
h 4 15

23

40

34

62

165

330

220

450

11

5,5

8

4

20

20

20

15

4,16

8,175

5,87

8,6

2,77

2,78

2,74

2,765

11,54

22,73

16,08

23,78

Geosynthetic Materials
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Geomembrane: What it is and how it is used

HDPE Geomembrane

LDPE Geomembrane and LLDPE (Linear LDPE) Geomembrane

Geosynthetic Materials

Geomembrane is Latin for 'film on the ground'. This is a sheet of waterproofing polymeric 
material, falling into the category of geosynthetics and used in engineering and geotechnics. This 
material has a high water- and vapour impermeability and is widely used in all sectors of 
construction. The chemical composition of the membranes is varied. We produce 
geomembranes based on low- and high-density polyethylene, with the addition of stabilizers, 
plasticizers, and dyes produced in Germany. The additives in the manufacturing process 
increase the resistance of polyethylene to UV radiation, which is harmful for polymers. Available 
widths are 1.65 m to 8 m and available thicknesses are 0.75 mm to 3 mm, supplied in rolls. 
Canvas length varies depending on the thickness. The coating on one or two sides can be either 
smooth or textured. The smooth coating is used universally, while the textured coating is often 
used on steep slopes due to its solid adhesion to soil.

HDPE and LDPE geomembranes are a synthetic material that is resistant to decomposition, 
decay, corrosion. It is made of polyethylene divided into two main types: 'PND' – high density 
polyethylene (HDPE) obtained by exposure to low pressure and 'PVD' – low density polyethylene 
(LDPE) obtained by exposure to high pressure. It is used as waterproofing material for 
reservoirs, channels, dung-stores, landfills, etc. Membranes are also effectively used in 
waterproofing of roofs and foundations in industrial and residential construction.

It has increased durability and resistance to chemicals, which allows using it in domestic and 
industrial landfills and for water storage.

It retains elasticity at low temperatures and is used for construction on weak grounds, in seismic 
activity areas, and for waterproofing of facilities located underground.
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Duplicated Geomembrane

Two-Colour Geomembrane

Geomembrane: What it is and how it is used

Geomembrane Properties

Operational range is -40°C to +50°С

Resistant to ground pressure

Not dangerous for the environment

Unaffected by aggressive media

Service life in the ground is 30 to 80 years

Resistant to distortion

Light weight, easy to roll and cut the canvas

Geosynthetic Materials

It has an additional layer of geotextiles preventing it from damage by fractions of rocky soil, 
roots, and landwaste. It can be duplicated either on one side or on both sides. Thermal 
bonding of the membrane and geotextile increases the strength properties.

It has different colouring – for example, blue on one side and green on the other side, which 
allows widely using it for landscaping. We are the only Russian manufacturer of the two-colour 
geomembrane.

Geomembranes have high anti-corrosion and waterproofing properties, resistance to most 
chemical reagents (they can be used for storing liquids with a pH between 0.5 and 14) and UV 
radiation. The relative elongation between 450% and 700% makes it possible to successfully use 
geomembranes to make reliable impervious screens.

Geomembrane thickness is between 0.75 mm to 3 mm depending on the requirements of a 
particular project. Geomembranes are supplied in rolls of a standard width of 1.65 m to 8 m. 
The length of a roll sheet depends on the material thickness.
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Standards for Technical Specifications (‘TU’) 
2246-007-75957906-07 by type

Property

Geomembrane sheet thickness, mm

Sheet width, m

Geomembrane service life, years

Sheet length, m

Warranty period of storage, years

Geomembrane sheet dimensions, m

0,75 - 3,0

up to 8

at least 30 at least 30 at least 30

50, 100

2

50, 100

2

50, 100

2

up to 6 up to 8

0,75 - 3,0 0,75 - 2,0

LDPE 10803-020
('PVD')

HDPE 273-83
('PND')

LLDPE

Standarts by type

Geosynthetic Materials
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Box-Shaped Gabions: What is it?

Box-Shaped Gabions

Geosynthetic Materials

We have been manufacturing gabion structures since 2012. Structures sized between 0.5 and 4 
m were developed and introduced into manufacture over this period. We offer gabions for both 
small and large objects.

Box-shaped gabions are volumetric building structures made of double-twisted steel mesh 
with zinc or polymer coating. Gabions filled with stone materials are meshed shells of even 
geometric shape. Box-shaped gabions are filled with natural stone and are interconnected 
with galvanized wire or staples. Completed objects made of mesh structures are monolithic 
structures that perfectly interact with the landscape, while their strength increases over the 
years. A mesh frame increases the structure's flexibility to distribute the loads evenly, which 
makes the structure as stable as possible. The high drainage properties of box-shaped 
gabions and their ability to consolidate fertile soil particles contributing to the active growth 
of vegetation make the structure stronger over the years, and complement and adorn the 
natural landscape.
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The Use of Box-Shaped Gabions

Retaining and protective gabion structures and facilities can be used 
in the following most characteristic cases:

The Benefits of Box-Shaped Gabions
Low cost and easy installation (no need to use any special equipment)

Convenient delivery

Making gabion walls does not require large volumes of expensive drainage soils.

Construction will not require the demolition of buildings or the transfer 
of existing communications.

Geosynthetic Materials

Box-shaped gabions are used to build retaining, bank-protecting, and hydraulic structures, to 
strengthen the slopes of rivers, reservoirs, natural slopes, declines, and artificial embankments 
up to 8 m high. Installation of gabions may be performed any time of the year, at the lowest 
possible water level.

Box-shaped gabions are used to strengthen vertical walls with an angle of inclination from the 
perpendicular of more than 6 degrees.

When reinforcing the slopes with the help of Reno mattresses, reinforcing anti-erosion mats or 
geogrids, box-shaped gabions are installed at the bottom of the slope to make a retaining 
structure, the so called “retaining tooth”.

The experience of using gabion structures suggests that they can also be used as an emergency 
protection barrier on the sides of the roads located close to a precipice.

The use of box-shaped gabions is not limited to road, bridge or hydraulic engineering facilities. 
The practice and history of construction has facilities where box-shaped gabion structures are 
used in landscape design as retaining walls on the slopes of reservoirs and canals. They are also 
successfully used for slope tracing, while climbers or planted shrubs can aesthetically decorate 
the front wall of the structure.

Strengthening roadbed slopes,
Construction of and strengthening bridge cones, and regulatory and coastal facilities,
Slope reinforcement,
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Durability and longevity of the structure, increasing over the years,

A very beautiful and eco-friendly layout of the structures, which merge 
with the natural landscape over time without losing their protective properties,

Non-susceptibility to the formation of cracks in contrast to the traditional 
concrete structures,

The possibility of constructing gravitational retaining walls up to 8 m high,

The possibility of laying the filled gabion structures in the water without sluicing.

coated with zinc (Z),
coated with zinc and polymer (ZP),
coated with zinc aluminium mischmetal (galfan) alloy (G),
coated with zinc aluminium mischmetal alloy and polymer (GP).

Qualitative Properties of Box-Shaped
Gabion Structures

Types of wire used for the manufacture
of box-shaped gabions:

Technical Specifications of Box-Shaped Gabion

Geosynthetic Materials
Constructing the roadbed, exit ramps of traffic intersections, and other road structures 
in cramped conditions and in the presence of nearby underground utilities,

Strengthening and stabilizing the utilized deforming embankments and strengthening 
steep or high slopes,

Constructing drainage, culvert, water-jet, and sewage treatment facilities, as well as supply, 
outlet, and canalized beds,

Reconstructing motor roads located near underground utilities.

Under 'GOST R 52132-03' standard, gabions having the shape of a cube or parallelepiped at 
least 0.5 m high shall be called box-shaped gabions.

Box-shaped gabions have a membrane partitions every 1 m across the length to increase the 
strength properties. Box-shaped gabions must have a cover that is a continuation of the 
structure's walls and bottom. Delivery of gabion covers separately from the structure is 
allowed only for the 4x1x1 m structure.
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Typical Dimensions of Box-Shaped 
Gabion Structures

Marking Cell size,
mm

Length,
L, m

Width,
W, m

Height,
H, m

Volume,
3m

Theoretical
weight, kg

Gabion K 1.5x1x0.5-С80-2.7-Z

Gabion K 2x1x0.5-С80-2.7-Z

Gabion K 3x1x0.5-С80-2.7-Z

Gabion K 4x1x0.5-С80-2.7-Z

Gabion K 1.5x1x1-C80-2.7-Z

Gabion K 2x1x1-C80-2.7-Z

Gabion K 3x1x1-С80-2.7-Z

Gabion K 4x1x1-С80-2.7-Z

80/100

80/100

80/100

80/100

80/100

80/100

80/100

80/100

1,5

2,0

3,0

4,0

1,5

2,0

3,0

4,0

1,0

1,0

1,0

1,0

1,0

1,0

1,0

1,0

0,5

0,5

0,5

0,5

1

1,0

1,0

1,0

0,75

1

1,5

2,0

1,5

2,0

3,0

4,0

8,8

12,0

17,6

23,2

14,4

17,6

25,6

33,6

10,6

14,5

21,1

27,8

17,3

21,3

30,7

40,3

Gabion K 1.5x1x0.5-С80-2.7/3.7-ZP

Gabion K 2x1x0.5-С80-2.7/3.7-ZP

Gabion K 3x1x0.5-С80-2.7/3.7-ZP

Gabion K 4x1x0.5-С80-2.7/3.7-ZP

Gabion K 1.5x1x1-C80-2.7/3.7-ZP

Gabion K 2x1x1-C80-2.7/3.7-ZP

Gabion K 3x1x1-C80-2.7/3.7-ZP

Gabion K 4x1x1-C80-2.7/3.7-ZP

Z – zinc coating
ZP – zinc and polymer coating

Geosynthetic Materials

Diaphragm
Cover

Height

Length
Width
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One of our main activities is the manufacture of connecting parts (steeply curved bends up to 
DN 500 mm, curved bends up to DN 1,400 mm, stamped and stamp-welded tees up to DN 1,400 
mm, transitional rings up to DN 1,400mm, and parts with extension rings up to DN 1,400mm) 
made of low-alloy carbon, alloyed, and high-alloy steel for main, field, and process pipelines for 
oil, gas, steam, and hot water, as well as pipeline installation assemblies and metal structures 
(supporting and enclosing structures, elements of bridge structures, transitions, columns, 
trusses, grillages, timber framings, cross-beams, monorails, metal supports for outdoor lighting, 
mobile and fixed supports for pipelines, shelters for oil producing wells at well pads, etc.).

Our manufacturing is certified in accordance with the requirements of 'GOST ISO 9001-2011 
(ISO 9001: 2008)' standard, and we also have application permissions of the Federal Service for 
Environmental, Technological, and Nuclear Supervision, as well as certificates of conformity for 
all manufactured products confirming the quality of products and the right to manufacture 
them. The welding methods used in manufacture are certified in accordance with the 
established procedure by the National Welding Control Agency ('NAKS').

We have two certified testing laboratories controlling the base metal, welded joints, and the 
properties of anti-corrosion coating and thermal insulation, as well as a certified non-
destructive testing laboratory for metal and all types of coatings. Our laboratories are equipped 
with high-tech equipment for various types of testing and control: non-destructive testing (visual 
and measuring control, penetrant non-destructive testing (capillary), UT, RC, EC, MT), destructive 
testing (mechanical statistical, mechanical dynamic, technological, and special tests, and 
hardness measurement), analysis of the chemical composition of metals and alloys using PMI-
MASTER portable multibasic optical emission analyzer in configuration with UVR OXFORD 
INSTRUMENTS ANALYTICAL.
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Curved Bends

Curved Bends ‘TU 1496-006-68152804-2015’

Curved Bends ‘TU 1469-008-68152804-2015’

Fittings

Curved bends are designed for use in the chemical, oil, gas, power generation, and other 
industries, for main and field pipelines, oil pipelines, gas pipelines, air pipelines, pressure vessels, 
process pipelines, tanks for oil and other products, steam pipelines, and hot water pipelines.

Outer diameter: 108 mm to 1,420 mm.

Bend radius: 2DN to 20DN.

These technical specifications apply to curved bends with a nominal bore between DN 100 mm 
and DN 500 mm at working pressure of at least 32 MPa and a nominal flow rate up to DN 1,400 
mm at 11.8 MPa working pressure.

These technical specifications apply to curved bends of enhanced corrosion resistance, cold 
resistance, and operational reliability with a nominal bore between DN 100 mm and 1200 mm 
for NK Rosneft PJSC's oil fields.
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Curved Bends ‘TU 1469-002-68152804-2016’

Fittings

These technical specifications apply to curved bends for main and field pipelines 
designed for the transport of gaseous (natural gas) or liquid (oil and oil products) 
hydrocarbons.

We manufacture I and II category products with up to DN 1,400 mm nominal diameter.

Category I parts are designed for operation at up to 32.0 MPa operating pressure 
inclusively with up to DN 500 mm nominal diameter and for operation at up to 10.0 
MPa operating pressure inclusively with up to DN 1,400 mm nominal diameter.

Category II parts with DN 500 mm to DN 1,400 mm nominal diameter are designed for 
operation at operating pressures above 10.0 MPa. These technical specifications were 
developed in accordance with 'STO Gazprom 2-4.1-713' and were included in the 
Gazprom PJSC's register.

In 2018, we have obtained the Intergassert 'OGNZ.RU.1401.K00032' certificate.
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Tees

     
Stamped Tees ‘GOST17376-2001’

Stamped tees, stamp-welded tees, and stamp-welded tees
with a grid ‘TU 1469-006-68152804-2013’

Fittings

Tees are a connecting part of the pipeline, which allows connecting additional branches to the 
main pipe. The tees may have a transitional or a straight design. The tees are divided into 
stamped, welded, and stamp-welded.

Tees are designed for use in chemical, oil, gas, power generation, and other industries, for main 
and field pipelines, oil pipelines, gas pipelines, air pipelines, pressure vessels, process pipelines, 
tanks for oil and other products, steam pipelines, and hot water pipelines.

Seamless welded tees made of carbon steel and low-alloy steel. They are manufactured by 
stamping and are made of various grades of steel. Nominal diameter is DN 400.

These technical specifications apply to tees of enhanced corrosion resistance, cold resistance, 
and operational reliability with a nominal bore between DN 100 mm and 1,200 mm for NK 
Rosneft PJSC's oil fields.
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Stamped tees, stamp-welded tees, and stamp-welded tees
with a grid ‘TU 1469-008-68152804-2015’

Stamped tees, stamp-welded tees, and stamp-welded tees
with a grid ‘TU 1469-002-68152804-2016’

Fittings

These technical specifications apply to tees of enhanced corrosion resistance, cold resistance, 
and operational reliability for NK Rosneft PJSC's oil fields.

These parts are designed for the construction and reconstruction of field pipelines of all 
purposes (borehole collectors and loops, oil gathering pipelines, pressure oil pipelines, external 
transport pipelines, maximum permissible dose system regulations, gas pipelines, condensate 
pipelines) of NK Rosneft PJSC and its subsidiaries.

These technical specifications apply to tees for main and field pipelines designed for the transport 
of gaseous (natural gas) or liquid (oil and oil products) hydrocarbons.

We manufacture the I and II category products with up to DN 1,400 mm nominal diameter.

Category I parts are designed for operation at up to 32.0 MPa operating pressure inclusively with up 
to DN 500 mm nominal diameter and for operation at up to 10.0 MPa operating pressure inclusively 
with up to DN 1,400 mm nominal diameter. Category II parts with DN 500 mm to DN 1,400 mm 
nominal diameter are designed for operation at operating pressures above 10.0 MPa. 

In 2018, we have obtained the Intergassert 'OGNZ.RU.1401.K00032' certificate.
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Steeply Curved Bends 
Steeply Curved Bends ‘GOST 17375-2001’

Steeply Curved Bends ‘GOST 30753-2001’

Steeply Curved Bends ‘TU 1469-006-68152804-2013’

Steeply Curved Bends ‘TU 1469-008-68152804-2015’

Steeply Curved Bends ‘TU 1469-002-68152804-2016’

Fittings

Seamless welded pipeline parts made of carbon steel and low-alloy steel R=1.5DN. DN size: 200 
mm, 300 mm, 400 mm, 500 mm.

Seamless welded pipeline parts made of carbon steel and low-alloy steel R=DN. DN size: 500 mm.

These technical specifications apply to bends with 200 mm to 500 mm nominal bore at up to 32 
MPa operating pressure.

These technical specifications apply to bends of enhanced corrosion resistance, cold resistance, 
and operational reliability for NK Rosneft PJSC's oil fields.

These technical specifications apply to bends for main and field pipelines designed for the 
transport of gaseous (natural gas) or liquid (oil and oil products) hydrocarbons.

These technical specifications were developed in accordance with 'STO Gazprom 2-4.1-713' and 
were included in the Gazprom PJSC's register.

In 2018, we have obtained the Intergassert 'OGNZ.RU.1401.K00032' certificate.
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Pipeline Connecting Fittings
with Thermal Insulation

Fittings

SolidPromTekh LLC has successfully mastered the technology and possesses state-of-the-art 
equipment for applying thermal insulation coating on pipeline connecting fittings, fixed 
supports, and other products used in difficult climatic conditions at oil and gas industry 
facilities.

At the customer's request, the products with PU foam insulation can be equipped with 
elements for mounting the track heating system for the transported medium in satellite 
pipelines or devices with a heating cable (the SKIN-effect).
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‘TU 5768-012-68152804-2015’

‘TU 5768-007-68152804-2015’

Fittings

These technical specifications are developed in accordance with the requirements of the 
Company's Regulations 'P1-01.05.R-0107. Quality Criteria for Field Pipelines of NK Rosneft PJSC 
and its Subsidiaries' and apply to pipeline connecting fittings of 57 mm to 1,220 mm diameter 
inclusively with a thermal insulation made of polyurethane foam in a protective waterproofing 
coat.

These specifications apply to pipeline connecting fittings, pipes, valves, metal structures, 
mounting assemblies, and other fixed support elements of 57 mm to 1,420 mm diameter 
inclusively with an outer anti-corrosive coating and a thermal insulation made of polyurethane 
foam in a protective waterproofing coat designed for construction, reconstruction, and capital 
repairs of main, field, and process pipelines, pumping and compressor station pipelines, and oil 
and gas industry facilities.
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Products with internal and
external anti-corrosion coating

Fittings

Protection of pipelines against corrosion is a crucial task that is always relevant.
SolidPromTech LLC has successfully mastered and is implementing the application of
epoxy anti-corrosion coatings to protect pipeline fittings from the external aggressive
environmental factors, which can significantly increase the service life of pipelines.
In the manufacture of pipeline fittings with the application of an internal anti-corrosion
coating, the issues of not only of protecting against the effects of corrosive media, but
also of reducing the hydraulic resistance, are addressed.
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TU 1390-011-68152804-2015 PU

TU 1390-005-68152804-2015 EP

TU 1390-011-68152804-2018 (internal)

Fittings

These specifications apply to pipeline fittings with a diameter of 57 through 1220 mm with an 
external anti-corrosion coating based on polyurethane resins.

These specifications apply to pipeline fittings with a diameter of 57 through 1220 mm with an 
external anti-corrosion coating based on epoxy paints.

These specifications apply to pipeline fittings with a diameter of 57 
through 1,420 mm with an internal corrosion-resistant coating 
based on liquid epoxy solvent-free materials used for the 
construction of multipurpose onshore, underground, underwater 
and above-ground pipelines  operated at temperatures not 
exceeding + 80° C. 



Light poles
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Lighting poles acc. to TU 5264-013-68152804-17

Lighting poles can be classified as follows:

1. By construction  
Faceted supports 

Tubular poles

2. By installation (mounting) method  
Flange supports   
Straight supports (supports to the ground)
Consoles 

Metal lighting poles are designed for the installation of lighting equipment, self-supporting 
insulated wires, laying of power lines for urban electric transport and other structures. They 
became highly sought in the transport infrastructure.
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The benefits of steel overhead transmission line supports
made of the curved profile are: 

Power transmission line supports acc, 
to ТУ 5264-014-68152804-2017

Power line supports

Steel overhead transmission line supports made of the curved profile are used for the installation 
of 6 (10) kV power lines. Power transmission supports of this type are also intended for operation 
in remote areas with severe climatic conditions: in I-VII icewind areas with wind pressure up to 
1000 Pa and icing up to 25 mm.    

Overhead transmission line supports are highly reliable; ensure failure-free operation and 
durability.

The supports are made of high-quality sheet material, which allows for an optimal combination 
of the support mass and its bearing capacity.  

The supports have hot dip galvanizing coating in accordance with GOST 9.307, which ensures 
reliable operation for at least 25 years.

Optimal combination of price, quality and reliability;
Operational reliability for at least 25 years;
Optimal combination of the mass of support 
and its bearing capacity; 
Easy installation, dismantling of supports.



Spotight poles
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Spotlight poles with lightning conductors made
according to standard designs, data sheets
and customer’s specifications   

Light poles with lightning conductors are specialized metal constructions designed for 
illumination and lightning protection of surrounding objects. These structures are used by oil 
plants, airports, stadiums, electrical substations, etc. 



Pipeline supports
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Pipeline supports
TU 1468-009-68152804-2016

By design, the supports may be of the following types:
Immovable support (IS);
Longitudinal movable support  (hereinafter - LMS);
Freely movable support (hereinafter - FMS).

The supports are designed to transfer the loads from field, trunk and process gas and oil 
pipelines, and from pipelines of heat networks, pipelines of well piping, gas flow-lines, gas piping 
of compressor stations, gas collectors, to the foundation.  
Outer diameter 108 - 1420 mm. Transported working medium from 0 to 450 ° C and pressure 
up to 32.5 MPa.

The foundation grills (supplied separately) used for 
mounting the supports on the pile foundation can be 
included into the set of supports. The foundation grills 
differ in the number of piles.



Metal structures 
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Metal structures of any complexity
on the customer’s individual projects 

Reinforced piles and space frameworks 

Special steel structures made according
to data sheets and customer 
specifications

Space reinforcement cages are intended for 
longitudinal-transverse reinforcing of reinforced 
concrete structures consisting of parallel 
reinforcing bars and cross bulkheads connecting 
them. Also, cylindrical metal mesh can be used as 
the connecting pieces for reinforcing of round 
piles.  

Metal structures of non-standard sizes, 
characteristics and purposes.
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Services

Machine processing:

Metal cutting:

Rolling of courses:
min. diameter 325 mm, length up to 1500 mm, thickness up to 16 mm;
min diameter 530 mm and more, length up to 2000 mm, thickness up to 32 mm.

Stamping:

Sheet bending:

Metal structures 

Lathing of parts with diameter up to 1420 mm and length up to 12000 mm.   
Carousel lathing of parts with a diameter of 1200 mm and a height of up to 1000 mm   
Milling 
Boring on horizontal boring machine 

Shape or straight-line cutting of sheet and pipe with one cutter according to the set program on 

Cybercut 2060 and AJAN PP 260 heat cutting machine. Maximum sheet sizes 200x2500x12000, 

maximum pipe size 630

hydraulic press with nominal force of 1000 tf, 400 tf and 300 tf for hot   
and cold stamping

manufacturing of standard and non-standard steel formed sections with a maximum
thickness of 6 mm and a length of 12000 mm.

Testing Laboratory “Research and 
Production Enterprise Tyazhpressmash-
Detal LLC” conducts tests according to 
the scope of accreditation 
(accreditation certificate No. ИЛ/ЛРИ-
00748 of 04.12.2015). All tests are 
conducted by certified specialists on 
modern equipment.
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Test types

Mechanical static tests:

Mechanical dynamic tests:
Impact strength test.

Impact-bending test at low, room and high temperatures

Methods for hardness measuring:

In-process testing methods:

Methods of testing the material structure:

Methods of testing the element content:

Brinell hardness test (ball indentation).

Vickers hardness test (indentation with a diamond point in the shape of regular 

tetrahedral pyramid).

Flattening tests.
Bendinf test.
Drift test.
Upset test.

Metallographical tests.

Determining the number of non-metallic inclusions.

Determination of grain grade.

Macroscopic analysis, including of welded joint fracture test.

Photoelectric spectral analysis

Metal structures 

Tensile strength test at normal temperature (determination of ultimate strength σu, 
physical yield strength σp, conventional yield strength σc, with a total deformation 
tolerance of σ )0.5

Bend strength test.



Steel pipes

Steel water and gas pipes (GOST 3262-75);
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General purpose electric-welded pipes
(GOST 10704-91, GOST 10705-80, GOST 10706-76)

round electric-welded pipes;
oval electric-welded pipes;
square electric-welded pipes; 
rectangular electric-welded pipes.

Steel pipes remain all-pervasive components in the oil and gas industry (drill, casing and 
tubing); for water, gas and oil pipelines; in construction; in mechanical engineering (boiler, 
cracking and structural pipes). You can always find the widest range of pipes from DN32 to 
1,720 diameters at our warehouses, namely:

Water and gas pipes are used for water and gas feeding to houses, industrial objects. Water and 
gas pipes possess high operational characteristics. Compared to other pipes, water and gas 
pipes are more resistant to the effects of both different media from the inside and 
environmental influences from the outside. There are two types of water and gas pipes: non-
galvanized and galvanized. Compared to non-galvanized, the galvanized water and gas pipes are 
more resistant to corrosion.
 In addition, such steel pipes have a longer service life.

Welded steel pipes are produced from sheet metal using bending and welding. Electric-welded 
pipes are produced using the electric welding for welding of seam. According to the bending 
method, there are hot-finished and cold- finished welded pipes. 
Depending on the welding method and the initial rolled products, there are longitudinally 
welded or helical welded pipes. 
There are: electric- welded pipes made of carbon steel and electric- welded pipes of low alloy 
steel. 

There are:
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Main oil and gas pipelines (GOST 20295-85)

There are three types of main pipes:

Steel pipes

Main pipes belong to the category of large diameter pipes. Large diameter pipes allow for 
passing large quantities of work flow. Large-diameter steel pipes are often used for main 
pipelines. As a rule, large-diameter pipes are pipes the diameter of which ranges from 273 
to 1420 mm.

There are:
longitudinal welded main pipes;
helical welded main pipes.

Type-1 - longitudinal welded, 114-630 mm in diameter, made by high-frequency resistance 
welding (strength class K42-K52);

Type-2- helical welded -159-820 mm in diameter, made by arc welding;

Type -3 - longitudinal welded, 530-1420 m in diameter, made by arc welding with one or 
two longitudinal seams.   (strength class К52-К60); 

Seamless pipes do not have a longitudinal seam and are made by forging, drawing or 
rolling. Depending on the temperature at which the pipe was produced, seamless steel 
pipes are subdivided into (hot-rolled or hot-pressed) when the pipe was made at a 
temperature higher than the recrystallization temperature.  If, vice versa, it is lower, the 
corresponding pipes get the "warm" prefix. The method of cold deformation of pipes 
made of high carbon and alloyed steels, is often used. 

There are:
forged seamless pipes;
pressed seamless pipes;
rolled seamless pipes;
drawn seamless pipes;
warm formed seamless pipes;
cold formed seamless pipes; hot formed seamless pipes.
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ТGalvanized pipe (GOST 10704-91, 
GOST 10705-80, GOST 3262-75)

Steel pipes

Galvanized pipes are the widespread rolled metal products, which are used for the 
construction or repair of pipelines that have constant contact with water. Zinc coating is 
designed to ensure greater durability and a longer service life of pipelines, especially for 
water pipelines. Galvanized pipes are produced by applying a zinc layer to the steel 
surface of the rolled metal products. Galvanized pipe are made of stainless steel. The 
length of galvanized pipes varies from 4 to 12 m. 

Galvanized water and gas pipes of small diameter are usually used for arranging of 
internal utility systems: water pipes and ventilation. In addition to economy, the zinc 
coating also has an aesthetic function, giving an attractive appearance to the galvanized 
pipes. Small-diameter galvanized pipes are also widely used in industry: in the 
manufacture of machinery and field engines. When designing and ordering, it should be 
remembered that galvanized pipes are 3% heavier than steel equivalents of the same 
length and cross section. Welding of galvanized pipes requires special skills and 
compliance with technical requirements, the non-observance of which can cause 
damage to the zinc layer, and will open the way to corrosion. The GOST requires careful 
treatment of the edges of galvanized pipes.
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Well switch manifold 

Multi-stream well switch manifold ‘MSWSM’

Construction and design  

Scope of use and characteristics of the multi-stream
well switch manifold:   

Separation metering system  Multiphase metering system

The multi-stream well switch manifold 'MSWSM' is a reliable, economical and compact device 
that improves the production control process and optimizes the operation of wells. Allows for 
selection and directing the fluid flows from a single well to the metering line. Having 8 
connected lines, the 'MSWSM' ensures the flow of mixed fluids through the outlet to the 
common header, providing for the isolation of any particular well for measuring the well 
output. The 'MSWSM' can also be used for water injection to maintain the formation reservoir 
pressure and enhance the oil recovery. 

1. Reduces cost and increases compactness compared to the two-way or three-way 
manifolds design.  

2. Can be delivered in various options of materials and processing fluids for any 
working environment.

3. The 'MSWSM' is equipped with a hydraulic drive with a powerful dividing 
mechanism, which increases reliability, simplifies maintenance and reduces cost. 

4. Working temperature range: -29 ° С - + 200 ° С

5. Options with AUMA or EIM motor drives are available.

6. Explosion protection class I ExdlIAT3.
7. Binary code position indication on a 5-wire circuit with 24V power supply. Versions 

with two-wire communication system (Modbus) are available.
8. Versions equipped with leak control units are available.
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Benefits
Primary purchase / commissioning

Keeping / Maintenance

Reduced number of pipe fittings
Reduced piping costs
Reduced automation costs
Reduced wiring and connection costs
Reduced maintenance costs
Less weight and base dimensions

Reduced operating costs
Reduced cost of spare parts
Reduced downtime
Reduced number of required staff

Component parts and features  
Standard sizes for various pressure values as per ANSI

ANSI Class
Size

150 300 600 900 1500

2х4

3х6

4х8

Х

Х

Х

Х

Х

Х

Х

Х

Х

Х

Х

Х

Х

Well switch manifold 

Model designation: 'MSWSM' - ANSI Nominal -Ax B, where A = Internal 
diameter of the input / output connection for measuring the well output 
(in inches).
B = internal diameter of the common header outlet 
(in inches).
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Materials of core components 

MaterialComponent
name H2S<2% ASTM H2S<12% ASTM Russian Standard

H2S<2%
Russian Standard

H2S<12%

Body

Cover

Valve
(spool)

Shaft

Fastener

Bushing
(bearing)

Seal

Pipes

Spring

Flanges

Angle

А516 GRADE 70

А516 GRADE 70

А516 GRADE 70

A-320 Gr L7

A-320 Gr L7

A-320 Gr L7

A 105

A 105

A 105

A-320 Gr L7

A-320 Gr L7

A213 GrTll
A335 GrPll

SS316L
UNS S31803 / S32205
UNS S32750 / S32760

S32205

SS316L
UNS S31803/S32205
UNS S32750/S32760/

S32205

SS316L
UNS S31803/S32205
UNS S32750/S32760

SS316L
UNS S31803/S32205
UNS S32750/S32760

SS316L
UNS S31803/S32205
UNS S32750/S32760

A-320 Gr L7
UNS S31803/S32205
UNS S32750/S32760

Steel Grade 20, 
09G2S

Steel Grade 20,
09G2S

Steel Grade 20,
09G2S

Steel Grade 40Х

Steel Grade35, 
Steel Grade 40Х

Bronze Grade
BrAzh9-4

Steel Grade 20,
09G2S

Steel Grade 20,
09G2S

Steel Grade 20

Steel Grade 35, 
Steel Grade 40Х

Cast iron ChKh28

Steel Grade 40Х

PTFE, FEPM PTFE, FEPM Rubber mix
3826

Rubber mix
R12, Flubon,

Ftoroplast

INCONEL X-750 INCONEL X-750 INCONEL X-750Steel Grade 60С2А

Well switch manifold 

Steel Grade
12Kh18N10Т, 

20YuCh, 13KhFA
Steel Grade

12Kh18N10Т, 
20YuCh, 13KhFA

Steel Grade
12Kh18N10Т, 

20YuCh, 13KhFA

Steel Grade
12Kh18N10Т, 

20YuCh, 13KhFA

Steel Grade
12Kh18N10Т, 

20YuCh, 13KhFA

Steel Grade
12Kh18N10Т, 

20YuCh, 13KhFA



Customers
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КАЛИНИНСКАЯ
АЭС

БАЛАКОВСКАЯ
АЭС

СМОЛЕНСКАЯ
АЭС

БИЛИБИНСКАЯ
АЭС

ВОЛГОДОНСКАЯ
АЭС

КУРСКАЯ
АЭС

РОСЭНЕРГОАТОМ

РОСЭНЕРГОАТОМРОСЭНЕРГОАТОМ

РОСЭНЕРГОАТОМ

РОСЭНЕРГОАТОМ

РОСЭНЕРГОАТОМ

The company has a contractual relations and positive experience of cooperation with leading 
enterprises of the fuel and energy, oil and gas, metallurgical complexes of our country, 
namely:
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